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Interiors for jewellery stores and
haute horology boutiques
Aesthetics and precision – that’s what barth stands for.
And this for five generations. It is no wonder that renowned brands such
as Bucherer, F.lli Pisa Orologeria, Buccellati, Wempe, Leo Pizzo,
Boucheron, along with other companies worldwide, have found in barth
a competent partner for the realization of their precious spaces.

↑ barth headquarters in Bressanone, South Tyrol

Founding year
1877
Employees
80
Technical department
20 project managers
Head office
Bressanone, South Tyrol
Italy
Activity sector
Interior furniture for stores,
boutiques, jewellery shops, showrooms,
headquarters, auditoriums, museums,
hospitality, residential buildings

From the shelves, to the showcases, the sales and
consultation tables, the freestanding elements, the custommade interior fittings, to wall cladding, stairs and floors:
the traditional Italian company offers to its customer tailormade complete solutions from a single source.
This luxury is made possible thanks to close cooperation
with architects and planners.
For the complete interior furniture of flagship stores, boutiques
and jewellery shops proven craftsmanship is combined to
innovative technologies. Familiar materials meet new materials:
whether leather, stainless steel, glass, bronze, marble or
different fabrics – smart combinations give spaces an
individual character. Thanks to optimal lighting, worlds of
brilliance and glamour are created in which bulletproof
glass and locks provide for necessary security.
What more could a client have to desire as perfect backdrop
for the performance of precious jewellery and exclusive
timepieces?
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A family affair

↑ Three generations barth.
From left: Josef, Max and Ivo Barth

In 1991 Ivo Barth as fourth generation took over the
company founded by Johann Barth in 1877.
With the entry of his son Max, also the 5th generation
of the family becomes active part of barth.

Martin Burger
director sales & marketing
Sales and marketing director of barth since
1986. He lived and actively participated
in the evolution and development of
the company and deepened experience in
the implementation of interior design in
all activity sectors. He follows the national
and international projects in all activity
areas, especially for shops, jewellery stores
and headquarters for well-known customers
as Canali, Technogym, Microsoft.

Andreas Peintner
director sales
Sales director of barth company for over
15 years, he mainly follows the contacts
and contracts abroad knowing the
development of all business sectors,
particularly for boutiques, hospitality
and headquarters achievements
for nameable customers as Buccellati,
Delvaux Createur, L.K. Bennett,
Boucheron – for realisation of their
boutiques all over the world.

T +39 0472 27 19 19
M +39 335 5840871
martin@barth.it

T +39 0472 27 19 29
M +39 349 1804819
andreas@barth.it
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Craftsmanship and innovation
for the perfect realization of the
interior design

z
z
z
z

For turnkey interiors of jewellery shops
around the world, barth combines
experience, craftsmanship and technical
innovation in every step of production.
The production of the furniture is
entirely and rigorously carried out in
the headquarters in Bressanone.
Each production step is optimized
to the maximum and is marked by great
precision in compliance with the best
traditional craftsmanship, whereby
the highest quality is guaranteed from
production to final assembly.

Development of technical solutions
Technical execution of the project
Elaboration of 3D drawings
Sample preparation and models

z Expert packaging of the elements
z Professional transport
z Guaranteed respect of agreed
delivery times

All around the world assembly is
performed exclusively by professional
and expert barth fitters. The careful
preparation of all the elements and their
pre-assembly in barth’s factory before
professional packaging for transport,
make possible a rapid and precise
final installation, always in complete
compliance with the client’s spaces.

z Exclusively highly
specialized personnel
z Precise and rapid assembly
z Absolute discretion

z
z
z
z

Production in company headquarters
Technical professionalism
Professional skills and know-how
Precision of craftsmanship
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Zegg & Cerlati
Place du Casino, Monaco

«The company barth realized the interior design
of our boutique and kept all the promises
thanks to a perfect and highly professional
performance, as well as observance of the agreed
delivery deadlines. We are so enthusiastic
about this cooperation that we will certainly
continue to commission barth for further works.»
Tina Zegg, owner

Client
Zegg & Cerlati
Monte Carlo, Monaco
Spectacular location
In the principality of Monaco there is hardly a
shortage of fine addresses, but Place du Casino is
undoubtedly one of the most spectacular places
in the Principality. Monte Carlo’s central square
where the city’s top attractions stand shoulder to
shoulder: the famous Casino, the luxurious Hotel
de Paris and Café de Paris as well as the precious
new boutique of Zegg & Cerlati.
barth carried out the interiors of the 2-storey
boutique with valuable materials taking care about
every detail for the high-quality execution – from
the elegant built-in furniture to the exhibition and
sales furniture, from the noble wall panelling to the
stairs, from the sales rooms to the in-house bar,
the back office area and the laboratory.
z Custom-made interiors
z Freestanding furniture in wood, leather,
glass, burnished brass, marble
z Cantilever stair in steel, wood and brass
z Freestanding showcases in steel, marble
and fabrics
z Motorized display cases in steel structure
and marble-covered base
z All wall-coverings in wood, backlit plexiglas
z Motorized sliding doors in glass with
internally laminated fabrics
z Furniture bar area, back office
and laboratory
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Boucheron
Place Vendôme, Paris, France

«Vendôme project is the meeting between
the best artcraft companies of the
world. barth was one of them. For their
capacity of production, their reactivity
and the high level of finishes they were an
important partner. Constantly serious
and engaged during the conception and the
execution, we built a real excellence
team according to the high standards of
quality of the Maison Boucheron.»
Paolo Remogna and Maxime Hospie,
store design and planning directors Boucheron

Historical boutique in new dress
The Maison Boucheron celebrated its 160th
anniversary with the restoration of its
historic boutique at Place Vendôme in Paris. The
interior design is signed by Pierre-Yves Rochon –
the custom-made interiors of spaces to which
the architect has dared to give the contours
of a modern family home, challenging the canons
of traditional jewellery, has been entrusted to
barth: showcases in various shapes combining
materials such as glass, brass, leather and wood,
freestanding furniture, wood panelling
elements, as well as folding bed in the suite.
The maison defines this historical place as a
union of all its history, its savoir-faire and
all its values, where all métiers have their place,
from design through manufacture to retail.
In fact, it is Boucheron’s wish that the visitor
will discover a new jewellery experience, welcomed
as friends more than as clients. For barth
a special boutique to express its own historical
craftsmanship, its technical know-how and its
values such as precision and reliability.

z All interior custom-made finishings
z Freestanding showcases in glass, brass,
leather, wood
z Table showcases, bell-shaped showcase
z Cage showcases in brass and curved glass
z Wall showcases
z Freestanding elements, round sale tables
z Folding bed in the guests’ suite
Client
La Maison Boucheron, joaillier depuis 1858
Paris, France
Architects
PYR – PIERRE-YVES ROCHON
Paris, France
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Hausmann & Co.
Via dei Condotti, Rome, Italy

Harmony of materials – sign of style
The Hausmann Jewellery space located in the
prestigious Via dei Condotti, a few steps
from Piazza di Spagna, is spread over two levels
of a historic building and measures a total of
200 m². The boutique offers visitors an elegant
and exclusive setting with interiors that reflect
great elegance and refinement. The walls, arches,
floor and staircase leading to the upper floor
have been clad by barth in Roman travertine.
The prestigious Italian walnut panels on the walls
are alternated with stucco elements and others
in leather representing some of the most important
monuments in Rome. At the entrance of the
boutique the green element in aqua-glass is a
touch of vibrant colour. All the custom-made
elements, from the boiserie, to the freestanding
furniture and the display cases, are executed
with precision and craftsmanship in precious
materials and in respect of the smallest details,
like the showcases upholstered in beige and
decorated with bronze frames.

z All interior custom-made furniture
z Wall cladding and staircase in Roman
travertine marble
z Outdoor showcases
z Showcases, wall showcases
z Plaster exhibition elements
z Wooden panelling, cabinet front with fixed shelves
z Aqua-glass elements
z Cash desk counter, furniture behind the counter
z Freestanding furniture such as showcases, sales
counter, special table, chairs, stools, tables
z Storage furniture
z Furniture customer toilet
z Doors
Client
Hausmann Kron SRL
Rome, Italy

«Wonderful experience with barth:
competence, precision and dedication in a
not at all easy project in the heart of
Rome. An execution carried out perfectly and
on time, with the great sensitivity
required both by our needs and by
the delicacy of the historical and artistic
context in which we intervened.»
Francesco Hausmann, managing director
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PISA Orologeria, Flagship Store
Via Verri, Milan, Italy

Back to the basics
In the heart of Milan, where Pisa’s history began,
Art Director Vittorio Carena commissioned
the construction of a spectacular venue against
the backdrop of horology (clock-making).
Architecturally, it has the design of a planetarium
and the flagship store of 1200 m² features a
library, an «observatory» for temporary exhibitions,
and a laboratory where customers can actually
observe watchmakers plying their trade.
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z

All interior finishings
Showcases in wood with bullet-proof glass
Glass displays, counter and sales tables
Cupboards
Curved wall with covering
Wood covering staircase
Double partition wall
Exterior facade of gallery
Glazing element on 1st floor
Furnishing laboratory and basement
Entry door

Client
F.lli Pisa SpA
Milan, Italy
Architects
Vittorio Carena
Art director and designer
Milan, Italy

«barth is an essential partner for a company like Pisa Orologeria,
which demands from each of its suppliers
a very high standard of quality and a special sensitivity.»
Chiara Fiorentino, owner
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Buccellati
Albemarle Street, London, Great Britain

«barth consists of a team of professionals with significant competences,
as an ideal partner in the research of technical and creative solutions
for the planning of interior design. While working with barth, there was always room
for dialogue, concrete cooperation and support:
everything necessary to optimally develop your own ideas.»
Andrea Buccellati, founder & creative director

Warm nuances and clear lines
Buccellati opened his new flagship store on
Albemarle Street in Mayfair, one of the most
important streets in London, near the
world-famous Piccadilly. On two floors and over
than 140 m² sales area simple, pastel shaded
spaces were created. In display cases of
burnished brass, on smoked oak floors and double
doors mirrored up to ceiling, the traditional
Italian house presents its unique silverware and
jewellery creations.
z All interior furnishings
z Counter showcases of burnished brass
and safety glass
z Oval tables, table consols as «library» / shelf
wall
z Mirrored sliding door
z Wall in oak and burnished brass
z Wall calddings, various pedestals
z Handrails in burnished brass
z Floor in smoked oak
Client
Richemont UK Ltd
London, Great Britain
Architects
Studio Quadrilatero
Milan, Italy
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Zegg & Cerlati
Yacht Club de Monaco, Monaco

«The company barth realized the interior design of our boutique and kept
all the promises thanks to a perfect and highly professional
performance, as well as observance of the agreed delivery deadlines.
We are so enthusiastic about this cooperation that
we will certainly continue to commission barth for further works.»
Tina Zegg, owner

Setting sail for Monaco
The exquisite surroundings of the Monaco Yacht
Club – designed by the star architect Norman
Foster – are reminiscent of a ship at anchor. barth
was responsible for the turnkey installation
of the 120 m² Boutique in the hold of the ship, and
hoisted a five-meter-high sail all of a piece in
special composite material in the exhibition area.
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z

Turnkey measure-made interior finishings
5m high sail in special composite material
Showcases and freestanding elements
Stairs ground floor – 1st floor
Curved wall and partition wall
Balustrade in glass / wood / leather
Furniture saloon and office
Area back-office

Client
Zegg & Cerlati
Monte Carlo, Monaco
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Edwards Lowell
Valletta, Malta

«Working with barth has been the perfect
fit for Edwards Lowell throughout what proved
to be a challenging and demanding build.
We look forward to working with them on
our next project and commend their work ethic,
attention to details, standards and ability
to meet deadlines.»
Malcolm Lowell, owner

Client
Edwards Lowell Co. Ltd
St. Julians, Malta
Architects
Chris Briffa Architects
Valletta, Malta
Harmonious aesthetics
The elegant aesthetics and the harmonious
interplay of colours of the interior design underline
the precious objects that are found on bronze
exhibitors in elegant display cases. A highlight
is the impressing emerald aqua floor. This
particular material draws the view of the boutique
to handcrafted stucco panels showing Valletta
from the sea. The spaces combine nuances of
walnut-brown wood with beige marble and leather,
including notable marble counters with leather
and wood details. The rooms of the boutique
convey a sense of harmony and tranquillity. With
precision and skilful work techniques, barth carried
out all interiors for this precious jewellery case.
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z

Wall claddings in walnut
Wall showcases
Niches illuminated and stone-cladded
Main counter with display cases
Cash counter
Side tables, chairs and stools
Aqua-glass-element for the floor
Bronzed entrance door
External facade with integrated shop-windows
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CUSI Gioielliere

Art Diamond Boutique

Portofino, Italy

Sliema, Malta

Mediterranean luxury
Portus Delphini or «dolphin harbour» is what the
Romans called this once small port near Genoa.
The close relationship between Portofino
and the sea can be clearly seen in shop interiors
reminiscent of the grottoes, the boat hulls and
sea grass – as well as in the internal and external
display cabinets created by barth for the
precious timepieces.
z
z
z
z
z

Sales tables
Furniture
Wall coverings
Sliding doors
Display cabinets

Architects
1unicum
Arch. Ludovica Martina Belloni
Arch. Francesca Eugenia Aletti
Milan, Italy

«Art Diamond was an opportunity for us to question
and re-frame the conventions of high-end retail design. Our focus was
on creating a user journey that prioritised quality of space,
light and material above the point of transaction. Excellent craftsmanship,
precision and a meticulous approach made barth
the perfect partners to collaborate with on this project.»
Valentino Architects

Precious jewels in precious spaces
Precious stones are skilfully brought to
focus in this museum-like boutique with muted
colours and subtle textures, where
display cases seem small art galleries.
z Special displays
z Showcases for shopwindow
z Display tables, corpus cladded in
travertine stone
z Tower displays, bronzed and brushed brass
z Client meeting table in brushed brass
and leather

Client
Mr. Lee Satariano
Sliema, Malta
Architects
Valentino Architects
Valletta, Malta
Project Management
DPM Malta
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Leo Pizzo Gioielli
Baselworld, Switzerland

«It was a pleasure to work with barth company;
which has always managed to meet best
our demand concerning quality and reliability.
An example of all, our Stand at Baselworld
the international trade show, which after
several assemblies and dismantlings, is always
in perfect condition as if it were the first
time. This is an undisputed sign of exceptional
organization and planning quality.»
Ing. Tancredi Pizzo, CEO

Imposing elegant exhibition envelope
On the occasion of the World Watch and Jewellery
Show Baselworld, the Maison Leo Pizzo has
been presenting for years an exhibition stand with
an austere and rigorous volume that develops
on two levels: the floor is a continuous ribbon
of shiny black glass that is interrupted by modular
display cases. Above this band there is an imposing
façade with protruding panels in expanded
metal – for a semi-transparent effect that
communicates with the restraining luminous signs.
The entrance and the interiors are made entirely
of Italian walnut and are opposed to the main
volume of the stand in terms of shape and volume.
barth carried out the construction of the
complete exhibition stand, from the outer casing
on the two levels to custom-made interiors.
In its performances, barth also takes care of the
professional assembly and dismantling of the stand,
always by highly specialized personnel, as well
as the storage of the elements between one
edition of the fair to the next.

z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z

Complete exhibition stand
Casing and exterior facade
Supporting structure in steel and coating
Custom-made interior furniture
Partitions for office boxes, interior doors
Display cases, reception desk
Waiting area, sales tables
Assembly and dismantling

Client
Leo Pizzo SpA
Valenza, Italy
Architects
Arch. Gianluca Re
Valenza, Italy
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David Rosas

Juwelier Wempe

Praça da Liberdade, Porto, Portugal

Neuer Wall, Hamburg, Germany

Pioneer of the watch and jewellery trade
Gerhard D. Wempe is regarded in Germany as
a pioneer of the watch and jewellery trade. In 1878
he created the beginnings of a large international
company. The new boutique on Neuer Wall in
Hamburg shines on 95 m² and offers an interplay
of beige leather, green and bronze tones in
combination with fine walnut wood. At the heart
of the boutique are three showcases made of
specially designed wave-like aqua-glass. A special
visual highlight are the room partitions,
executed in lasered brass with burnished surface,
as well as a large, backlit Hamburg motif.
z
z
z
z
z
z
z

Luxury brand in neoclassical spaces
The historic, neoclassical building, with six floors,
located in one of the most prestigious areas
of downtown Porto, has been completely renewed
to accommodate David Rosas, a reference
brand in the luxury segment. Focus of the precious
sales area is the oval counter in American walnut,
which lets shine unique gems brighter.
z Oval counter made of walnut with leather
surfaces, above it hanging element
made of burnished brass and integrated lighting
z Wall display cabinets with frames in
burnished brass
z Display shelves
z Freestanding furniture
z Aqua-glass-element with brass frame
z Wall panelling made of wooden slats
z Glass partitions
Client
David Rosas LDA
Porto, Portugal

Showcases, sales tables
Niches and sideboards
Aqua-glass-element
Furniture for external showcases
Room partitions in brass
Stone cladding
floors
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PISA Orologeria
Via Monte Napoleone, Milan, Italy

«barth is an essential partner for a company like Pisa Orologeria,
which demands from each of its suppliers
a very high standard of quality and a special sensitivity.»
A space for Time
For the flagship store on five floors barth in 2008
for the production of interior furniture used high quality
woods and wall panelling. The greatest challenge
was the production of the curved tanganyika wooden
staircase which connects all five floors, as well as
the six-metres long sales counter made of special art
glass. 2015 barth executed the restyling of the boutique
by adapting it to the new concept, such as exhibition
furniture of main showcases, ceiling covers of entrance
area, the library-wall and the skyline-wall, as well as
exhibition display cases and free-standing elements.
2017 barth was commissioned to make also restyling of
laboratory spaces for which barth produced the
measure-made interior furniture, the stone claddings,
the curved glass partition walls for those spaces
of the boutique which are called the pulsating heart of
the enterprise and which are now made accessible
by Pisa to its clients for a direct exchange with
specialised technicians.
z Three-dimensional curved staircase with LEDs
z Sales counter 6m long in special artistic glass
«aqua-glass», bronze elements and leather
z Curved balustrade in special glass
z Boiserie, furniture, cupboards and shelves
for all 5 floors
z Exhibition displays for main exterior showcases
z «Library»-wall and «Skyline Milano»-wall
z Freestanding partition furniture
z Restyling laboratory: Interior furniture measuremade in wood and coverings in stone, curved
glass partition walls with integrated sliding door

Chiara Fiorentino, owner

Client
F.lli Pisa SpA
Milan, Italy
Architects
Studiomonti
Milan, Italy
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Carollinum

Gioielleria Volta

Prague, Czech Republic

Piacenza, Italy

Unique know-how
The jeweller Volta distinguishes itself for his passion
for precious objects. Founded in Voghera in
1978 and subsequently expanded with the opening
of another jewellery shop in Piacenza, the boutique
has become a meeting place where clients
can discover the secrets of haute horlogerie and
jewellery. The interior design of the rooms
was carried out by barth with valuable and special
materials and united with care.
z
z
z
z

All interior furniture measure-made
Exhibition displays
Showcases
Freestanding elements:
sales table, chairs, armchairs

Client
Volta SpA
Voghera, Italy
Architects
1unicum
Arch. Ludovica Martina Belloni
Arch. Francesca Eugenia Aletti
Milan, Italy

Elegant variety of materials
The Carollinum jewellery boutique in Prague with
160 m² is one of the largest in Central and
Eastern Europe. In the exclusive and comfortable
spaces customers can expect a special standard of
care and service. barth carried out the entire
interior design – for the realisation of the sales
and exhibition elements as well as the wall
and ceiling cladding, a wide variety of materials
were combined: brass, wood, leather, glass.
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z

All furnishings
Wall display cases, freestanding display cases
Shelves, sideboards, niches
Freestanding elements, counters, table displays
Tables, chairs, stools, armchairs
Furnishings VIP room
Wall claddings, partition walls
Wooden ceilings

Client
Carollinum S.R.O.
Prague, Czech Republic
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Boglietti Gioielliere

Bucherer

Biella, Italy

Boulevard des Capucines, Paris, France
A centuries-old story
When Ottavio Cucco opened his first jewellery
store in Biella in 1886, no one imagined the
beginning of a long story, full of tradition. Today,
Boglietti is a true luxury temple with prestigious
brands – the small jewellery boutique has
become a world-renowned atelier. For the new
boutique, barth carried out the entire interior
furnishings with custom-made elements, combining
a wide variety of materials: wood, leather, glass.
Wall display cases
Niche with burnished brass frame
Hanging furniture
Aqua-glass-element
Freestanding furniture: sales tables,
chairs, stools, tables
z Table for shop window
z Wall panelling
z Hinged door
z
z
z
z
z

Client
Boglietti Gioielli srl
Biella, Italy
Architects
1unicum
Arch. Ludovica Martina Belloni
Arch. Francesca Eugenia Aletti
Milan, Italy

Timeless
The distinctive corner building on the Boulevard
des Capucines in Paris is now the site of the world’s
largest watch and jewellery shop. A room-height
partitioning system with bronze frames and an
all-glass unit by barth welcomes lovers of exclusive
timepieces as they enter the Boutique. barth
carried out the entire customised furnishings for an
area of 130 m².
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z

Room-high partition unit
Main counter and small counter
Sales tables
Standing display cases
Curved partition unit
Leather-covered portals
Partition unit for VIP room
Wall claddings

Client
Bucherer France SA
Paris, France
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Tomasi Gioielli

Gioielleria E. Canali

Bolzano, Italy

Monza, Italy

Golden lightness
The jewellery boutique Canali Elvira opened in
the 1920s and is still located in the historical centre
of Monza. For the restyling of the two floors,
barth has supplied all custom-made furniture, as
well as the partitions made of glass with integrated
wooden doors and the wooden staircase which
connects both floors.
Exterior shop window
Display cases
Sales and reception counter
Sales tables
Cupboards, furniture
Glass partition walls with
wooden doors
z Glass balustrade
z
z
z
z
z
z

Client
Gioielleria E. Canali S.r.l.
Monza, Italy
Architects
1unicum
Arch. Ludovica Martina Belloni
Arch. Francesca Eugenia Aletti
Milan, Italy

The stage is set
The interplay of shape and light provides the
exquisite timepieces with the perfect backdrop
for the grand spectacle. The setting for it is
a fresco-adorned merchants’ building in the old
town of Bolzano.
z
z
z
z
z

All interior furniture custom-made
Counters, tables
Wood panelling
Wall and ceiling coverings in bronze
Exterior display windows

Client
Tomasi Gioielli S.r.l.
Trent, Italy
Architects
Arch. Peter Plattner
Arch. Elena Mezzanotte
Bolzano, Italy
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Hirsh London

Diego Cataldi Gioielleria

London, Great Britain

Fiuggi, Italy

In finest English style
The shop in the heart of London’s Bond Street
embodies the very personal nature of the
Hirsh brand. In central rotating furniture and
custom-made display tables by barth coloured
diamonds vie for attention with striking jewels.
z Lobby unit with display window
area and entrance door
z Display tables with glass display cabinets
z Sales table with bench
z Wall cupboard and wardrobe
z Mirror-clad doors
z Wall coverings in leather
z Rotary pieces of furniture
Client
Hirsh London
London, Great Britain
Architects
Arch. Diego Bortolato
Valenza, Italy

Filigree elegance
A few steps from the famous thermal centre
of Fiuggi, you will find the pure and filigree elegant
premises of the jeweller Diego Cataldi. Upon
entering these sales rooms, the visitor finds himself
in an art gallery of luxury, where to find fine
timepieces and sparkling jewellery in the display
cases produced by barth.
z Wall display cases
z Central showcase with 2 m length
in burnished brass
z Aqua-glass-element
z Passageway portal clad in burnished brass
z Freestanding furniture such as tables
and chairs
z Wall claddings, substructures, floor
Client
Diego Cataldi srl
Rome, Italy
Architects
Arch. Peter Plattner
Arch. Elena Mezzanotte
Bolzano, Italy
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Over 100 jewellers all over the world
trust in barth
Jewellers
z Paris, Place Vendôme – Boucheron, Dubail Paris & Chopard
z Paris, Boulevard des Capucines – Bucherer
z Paris, Champs Elysées – Dubail Paris
z Paris, Rue Saint-Honoré – Buccellati
z Paris – Le Bon Marché & Royal Quartz Paris
z B ordeaux – Mornier Joaillier Horloger
z London – Hirsh London & Buccellati
z W ilmslow – Prestons Diamonds
z M onaco – Zegg & Cerlati, Rue Spelugues, Yacht Club &
Place du Casino
z B arcelona – Tous Joyeros
z B ilbao – Perodri Joyeros
z G ibraltar – The Red House Store
z Palma de Mallorca – Relojeria Alemana
z San Sebastién – Joyerà Olazábal
z Santiago de Compostela – Joyeria Jael
z Porto – David Rosas
z S liema – Art Diamond Boutique
z Valletta & St. Julian’s, Portomaso – Edwards Lowell
z Rovinj – Dobner Gioielli
z B ergen & Oslo – Urmaker Bjerke
z A msterdam – Gassan Diamonds
z D iemen – Schaap en Citroen
z B ruxelles – Bijouterie Yvan’s Jewellers
z G öteborg, Malmö & Uppsala – Bergströms Ur
z J önköping – Engströms Urmakeri
z H elsinki – Lindroos
z L ahti – Lahden Kellokesukus Oy
z Vaasa – Hovisepät Oy
z Aalborg – Klitgaard Ure Jewelry & Watch Store
z Aarhus – Knud Pedersen
z C openhagen – Klarlund A/S
z O dense – Ragnar Ure & Juveler
z K rakau – W. Kruk S.A.
z M oscow, department store Gum – Buccellati
z N ur-Sultan – Acre
z Praha – Carollinum S.R.O.
z Zagreb – Mamic 1970
z Tivat, Porto Montenegro – Petite Geneve Petrovic
z G aziantep – Times Magazacilik
z Istanbul – Sumer Saat Ithalat Ihracat
z Yalikavak, Bodrum – Bodrumluxe
z Augsburg – Hörl Juweliere
z B erlin, Hamburg, Leipzig, München, Stuttgart –
Juwelier Wempe
z Frankfurt, Kaiserstraße – Bucherer
z M ünchen, Flughafen – Juwelier Carl Hilscher
z M ünchen, Palais a. d. Oper & Residenzstr. – Bucherer
z B regenz – Juwelier Huber
z K itzbühel – Schroll Kitzbüheler Goldschmiede
z K lagenfurt – Schullin Juweliere
z W ien – Schullin, «Uhren im Looshaus»
z G enève – Benoît de Gorski
z Alba – Boite d’Or Gioielli
z Asti – Gioielleria Bisio
z B ari – Rocca 1794
z B ergamo – Curnis Gioielli
z B iella – Boglietti Gioielli
z B olzano – Tomasi Gioielli & Parth Juwelen u. Uhren
z B rescia – Veschetti Gioielli
z B runico – Gabrielli Goldschmied
z Cala di Volpe, Porto Cervo – Buccellati
z Cantú – Gioielleria Galessi
z Capri – Buccellati
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 hiusa – Aster Juwelier
C
C omo – Gioielleria Veronelli
C ortina d’Ampezzo – Giulio Veronesi
C ourmayeur – Trossello Gioiellerie
Cuneo – Rabino 1895
Fiuggi – Diego Cataldi
Foggia – Gioielleria Giuseppe Ciletti
Forte dei Marmi – Gioielleria Salvini
L’Aquila – Ranieri Gioielleria
L a Spezia – Gianni Ferrari
Livigno – Florio Folini Gioielli
Madonna di Campiglio – Stedile Gioielleria Orologeria
Matera – Antezza Gioielli
M ilano – Luigi Verga Orologeria & Ronchi Gioielli
M ilano – F.lli Pisa Orologeria; Via Verri &
Via Monte Napoleone
M ilano – Buccellati showroom & offices
M ilano Marittima – Gioielleria Guardigli
M onza – Gioielleria E. Canali
N ovara – L’Angolo delle Ore
Padova – Damiani – Boutique Rocca 1794
Parma – Camparini Gioielli
Pesaro – Bartorelli Gioiellerie
Pescara – Gioielleria Antonio Seta
Piacenza – Volta SpA Gioielleria
Portofino – Cusi Gioielleria
Reggio Emilia – Camparini
Roma – Hausmann & Diego Cataldi
Savona – A. Dupanloup
Trento – Tomasi Gioielli; Via Mazzini & Via S. Pietro
Treviso – Gioielleria Giraldo
Trieste – Orologeria Dobner & Orologeria Bastiani
Vercelli – Gioielleria Biondi
Verona – Gioielleria Benetti
Voghera – Volta Gioielleria
B ogotá, Centro 93 – Joyeria Bauer
Q uito, Paseo San Francisco – Joyeria Bauer
Cancún & Playa del Carmen– Ultrajewels
Lima – Casa Banchero
M exico City – Berger Joyeros, Palacio de Hierro &
Antara Fashion Mall
M exico City, Artz Pedregal – Peyrelongue Chronos
M onterrey – Emwa Valle
B al Harbour – Buccellati
B everly Hills, Rodeo Drive – Buccellati
Chicago – Buccellati
N ew York, Madison Avenue – Buccellati
G rande Prairie – Janinas Jewellers
Cape Town, Tyger Valley Centre – Van Deijl
Pretoria – The Vault
Tunisia – Ben Jannet
Casablanca – Maison Azuelos
Abu Dhabi – Mohammed Rasool Khoory
D ubai – Ahmed Seddiqi & Sons
Tokyo – Buccellati

Trade fair stands
z B uccellati, Tefaf Maastricht 2014
z B uccellati, Baselworld 2013 – 2014
z Leo Pizzo, Baselworld 2013 – 2019
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